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The Griesmer bound in coding theory states that if there exists a linear[n, k, d; q]
code for given values ofk, d andq, thenn ≥

∑k−1
i=0

⌈
d/qi

⌉
= gq(k, d), where

dxe denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal tox.
An {f, m; k − 1, q}-minihyper is a pair(F, w), whereF is a subset of the

point set ofPG(k − 1, q) and wherew is a weight functionw : PG(k − 1, q) →
N : x 7→ w(x), satisfying:

(1) w(x) > 0 ⇔ x ∈ F ,
(2)

∑
x∈F w(x) = f , and

(3) minH∈H
(∑

x∈H w(x)
)

= m, whereH denotes the set of hyperplanes
of PG(k − 1, q).

Minihypers in projective spaces were introduced to study linear codes meeting
the Griesmer bound. The existence of particular weighted minihypers is namely
equivalent to the existence of linear codes meeting the Griesmer bound.

But minihypers are also interesting for solving geometrical problems. In par-
ticular, the class of weighted{δvµ+1, δvµ; k− 1, q}-minihypers, withvs = (qs−
1)/(q − 1), is interesting for the study of many geometrical problems.

In the talk of Patrick Govaerts, results on these minihypers forq a square prime
power were presented. In this talk, we report on these minihypers forq a cube
prime power.

An interesting fact about our results forq a cube prime power is that such mini-
hypers might contain (projected) subgeometries(PG(3µ + 2, 3

√
q), w), but also

projected subgeometries(PG(3µ+2, 3
√

q), w)\Πµ, where(PG(3µ+2, 3
√

q), w)\
Πµ denotes a projected subgeometry(PG(3µ + 2, 3

√
q), w) which originally con-

tained aµ-dimensional spaceΠµ = PG(µ, p3), and of which the weight of every
point ofΠµ is reduced by one in(PG(3µ + 2, 3

√
q), w).
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